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32. Note on a Theorem of Fekete.
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(Rec. Feb. 15, 1927. Comm. by M. FUJIWARA, I. I. A., March 12, 1927.)

1. Fekete1) and Blint"-) proved the following theorem:
If

z) = po+PZ’ +P.Z’+ +pzt’

be a polynomial with/c / 1 terms (po, p ,pk are any complex num-

bers other than zero and /1,/2, ,/k are integers such that 1_-</1
/s.. /), and P-1)raP(/ 1), then there exists at least one point

z in the circle z l_<2.k cot ( ) in which P(z) takes any given

value - in the domain K’, whose boundary consists of two circular arcs

subtending an angle (P to the segment joining the points T(-1)and
P(+ 1).

We can, however, extend this domain for into the circle K with

centre P(-1)+P(+1)/2 and radius t lP(+I)-P(-1)[ ct --2 }/2,
which contains K.

Our theorem runs as follows:
Theorem 1. Let P(-1).P( + 1), and r be any point in the circle K

1 )
with centre P(- 1) + P(+ 1)t/2 and radius-IP+ 1)-P-1) cot -, where

"< Then there exists at least one point z in the circle [z --< 2/c cot
)

in which P(z) takes the value

Proofi Draw two circular arcs passing through the points P(--1),

P(+I), subtending an angle -< = Let AA, BB’ be the common

tangents of two circles and 0 the midpoint of M(P(-1)) N(P(+I)).
Take a point Q on AA’ and a point R0") on the line OQ. Then since
we have

1) Fekete, Jahrsb. d. Deutsch. Math. Vet. 32 (1923), 299-306.
2) Btilint, The same Journal, 34 (1926), 233-237.
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putting
O’--g/O- 2, 20N.d P( + 1)-P(-1)I.e’

P( + 1)- P(- 1), (2)
we get T P( + 1) + P( 1) }/2 + OR e

{P( + I)+ P(-1)t/2+ [e{P(+l)-t-l)}]/2 sin cos t,
i.e. 7" =aH 1) + rP(+ 1), (3)

where =--1 1 ,, r-- 1+
2 sin cos f 2 sin

whence r -F a 1, r-- a (4)
sin

Now consider the locus of R for which 2 cot
sin cos 2

which reduces, by means of (1) and (2), to the relation OR= 2.0Q=

ON cot -, or

OR= (5)
2 2

That is, the locus of R is the circle K, mentioned in the theorem, which
touches obviously he above circular arcs.
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Thus for " in K or on the boundary, we have

r- ]-<cot -. (6)
From (3), we get

(a +r)po--r+pr +p.r.. + +p O,
v, (-1)’a+r, s = 1,2,3, ,k.

p r cot (I p, l+lp I+[p,l + +p )

since r, (-- 1)’a+ r g cot.
Therefore there exists an integer sk, for which po-r2"p,] cot

2 cot 2 cot
p, 2

Then it renews’) that the equation

P(z)-r po-r+pz’+pz + +p 0

has at least one root in the circle z] r, where

2k cot
p, 2

Thus the theorem is proved.
2. Next we can prove the following
Theorem 2. Let r a--l)TrP(+ 1), where

ea thee exis at least one poi z in the circle z 2.Mk for which z)
any value r* in the ivcle K (incisive of the boundary) with cengre

P(- 1) + P(+ 1) t/2 and radi r-- (--1) T T 1)) t/2 ].
Proo By the hypothesis, we can find for any * in , 2 and

such that

That is 7" a’P( 1) + r’P(+ 1), (9)

where

1) Fekete, loc. cir. 303.
2) Fekete, loc. cir. Hilisatz V, 390-301.
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whence a*+ r* 1, r*-a* M.
Hence we can prove our theorem by a similar way as the last part of the
proof of Theorem 1.

From this theorem we can deduce Theorem 1 for, we .may take 7
lying collinear with the points P(-- 1), P( / 1) so that a0, r0. Then
from the relations r/a=l, a--r=M, we get a-- tM-I/2,
v M- 1 /2, whence

r- P(-1)+P(+I) M- P(/I)-P(-1)
2 2

Hence putting M cot--, we get Theorem ].

3. Finally we can extend these results to power series"

Theorem 3. If f(z) po/plz /pz"/ /pz/ be a transcen-

dental integral function, for vhich the series 1 / converges, and

1]or a leas oe poin z ,n ,he cirde z <= S exp t . 1

Similarly the theorem corresponding to Theorem 2 can be easily
8en.

In conclusion I express my cordial thanks to Prof. . Okada for his
kind suggestion.


